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Billie eilish instagram story archive

Photo: Your Instagram stories disappear from your feed after 24 hours, but they don't disappear and disappear forever: They're actually saved to a private section of your profile, and you can go back and see or re-share them at any time. Here's how. Go to your profile page on the Instagram app, tap the
three vertical lines in the upper-right corner of the screen, and select Archive from the pop-up menu. Here, you can see archived news (and archived articles—just tap Archive at the top of the screen to switch between them). You can tap any story in your archive to see it. To add a story to your current
Story, tap Share.To add highlights to the Featured Page on your profile page (still public), tap Highlights, and select an existing highlight to group or create a new highlight. To share a post as a static post, click &gt; share as Post. On this menu, you can also save a message as a picture or permanently
delete it. Screenshot: Emily LongInstagram will automatically archive all your Stories (privately) unless you disable this feature. To do that, tap the three dots in the upper-right corner of the Archive screen, and click Settings in the pop-up menu that appears at the bottom. Switch the Save to Archive button
to an off location. G/O Media may receive a 68% commission off 2 Years + 3 Months FreeThis this story was originally published in 2017 by Emily Price and updated by Emily Long on April 29, 2020. We've modified the steps to match updates in Instagram, rewwritten the first paragraph, and added a new
screenshot. Not every day Billie Eilish posts a photo of her nails to Instagram - in fact, the 18-year-old So I Am singer rarely shares pictures of her manicures on social media. So you can imagine how surprised we were when she posted one out of the blue on Friday night. And on his grid to boot. The post
in question featured a close-up photo of the Bad Guy singer's digits, painted in bold holiday red and stamped with Gucci's famous blue logo. As usual, Eilish chose a super-long length and a real square. (Dramatic style has become somewhat of her signature over the years.) For those behind the pop
star's festive manicure, it will be California-based nail artist Tammy Taylor. Shortly after Eilish posted a photo of her nails, Taylor re-shared the photo, along with the caption: @gucci nails for @billieeilish❤️ wearing 'sea rose gel polish' 'polished beach gel to the coast' and 'silky matte coat.' No surprise
here: Fans are in a frenzy over the nails of entertainment and leave comments like, red is the color of Now
, SCRATCH ME WITH THEM NAILS, and These nails are . Also, some folks are poking fun at the super length of her nails. You are typin with your finger joint, write a user. How do you
floss though? adds one. He's going to go. say, but we're here for Eilish to share her nail looks on social media – especially considering she's always repping the most interesting manicures. Here's hoping she hits us with more nail inspiration in the future. All products featured on Allure are selected
independently by our editors. However, when you buy something through our retail links, we can earn an affiliate commission. Now read more about celebrity nails:Make reading? See 100 years of manicure:Follow Allure on Instagram and Twitter or subscribe to Allure newsletters for daily beauty stories
sent right into your inbox. Instagram has just announced two major updates to its Stories feature that will change the way you use the app: Stories Archive and Stories Highlights.Right now, the photo grid on each user's profile works like a scrapbook of moments, while Stories not long ago has more to
update directly , but these new features bridge that gap. These are the biggest changes to profiles on Instagram since 2013, according to Instagram's press release. With Stories Archive, all Instagram Stories are automatically saved to a private repository. Users can review it through the repository
whenever they want, re-post old news to their current Story, or share old News as a new article in their feed so that it ends on the grid. And yes, Stories Archive can be turned off completely for those who like to live (and 'gram) in the moment. However, InstagramWith Stories Highlights appears a whole
new section on the user profile. Think of a highlight as a curator slideshow on a particular topic, rather than an account in the time order of your adventure. As Instagram has included it in their blog, To make a point, tap the 'New' circle on the far left. From there, you can choose any story from your
repository, choose the cover for your featured story, and name it. Once you're done, your highlights will appear as circles on your profile that play as standalone news when someone taps it. Highlights remain on your profile until you delete them, and you may have as many highlights as you want. To edit
or clear highlights, just tap and hold it on your profile. Basically, these are Permanent Stories, managed directly on the user's profile. Instagram Both features are available on the app's latest update. Related: Cafe du Monde and 230 Fifth Are the Most-Instagrammed Restaurants in the U.S. Khamosh
Pathak Want to make an Instagram Story more interesting and engaging? Provide it scores a background. A relevant or even humorous music backdrop can do wonders for your Instagram Story. Here's how to add music to your Instagram Stories. Instagram has a huge library of music clips that you can
add to any Story, just like when you add stickers or polls to your Instagram Story. To get started, open the Instagram app on your iPhone or Android smartphone and and from the left edge to get to the Instagram Stories interface. Now, create your Story. This can be anything you like. It could be a text
post, boomerang, or something interesting created using AR Effects. RELATED: How to use instagram effects on iPhone and Android After you've created a Story, swipe up to see additional features. Here, select the Music option. Tap the song title to add the title of the song to your Instagram Story. You'll
now see an edit view. Depending on the song, you may have access to the entire song or part of the song. First, swipe left or right on the scrubber to select which part of the song you want to add to the Instagram Stories background. You can choose the clip duration anywhere between 5 and 15 seconds.
Once you've decided which part of the song to add, it's time to stylized the music option. At the top of the editing interface, you'll find four different styles to display lyrics. The last two options will show the cover photo and details of the song. After you've made your selection, tap the Done button. Here, you
can change the position of the lyrics or the Music box if you want. To post a Story on Instagram, tap your Story button. If you just want your close friends to see it, select the Best Friends option. RELATED: How to use close friends features on Instagram Photo: Frazer Harrison/Getty Images.Just days
after making history as the youngest person ever to win Song Of The Year at the Grammys, Billie Eilish is making her Vogue debut cover. In the accompanying interview, the 18-year-old singer opened up about her experiences with depression, self-harm and suicide thoughts. On her profile, Eilish
explains that she has always been fascinated by dark subjects. For example, at the age of 11, she wrote a song about suicide thoughts - although, according to the performer, the song does not reflect her own experience. That song, at 11, she said. And I was completely happy. I've never felt suicide, and
I don't want to feel that way, but I like the idea of writing a song about something I don't know about. However, when she was in her teens, that changed. The singer was diagnosed with depression, self-harm and intended suicide. She said there were a number of contributing factors, including a romantic
partner who treated her badly, a group of toxic friends and a dance trauma. But the first, she said, was her body image. I just hate my body. I would have done anything to be in a different way, she said. I really want to be a model, really bad, and I'm chubby and short. I developed very early. I have a set
of at 9:00. I had time at the age of 11. So my body went faster than my brain. It's funny, it's funny, When you're a kid, you don't think about your body at all. And suddenly, he looked down and he was, like, whoa. What can I do to make this disappear? After a while, Eilish began making changes in her life
to improve her mental health - changes she liked to keep private, explained Vogue writer Rob Haskell. (Eilish has previously spoken about the benefits of therapy.) By June 2019, the fog began to lift, Haskell wrote about the singer. Eilish also shares an important piece of advice for people with similar
circumstances. When people ask me what I want to say to someone seeking mental health advice, the only thing I can say is patience, she said. I was patient with myself. I didn't take that last step. I waited. Everything faded. If you or someone you know is thinking of suicide or considering self-harm,
please get help. Call the National Suicide Prevention Line at 1-800-273-8255.Related Content:Show Action Button Billie Eilish has announced that she is no longer reading her Instagram comments. Speaking to BBC Breakfast with her brother and producer Finneas O'Connell ahead of her highly
anticipated performance at the BRIT Awards, the No Time To Die singer opened up about the impact of online bullying on her, and why she decided to leave the social media platform. Eilish explained just two days ago she had decided to withdraw from comments on Instagram - in which she could
receive up to 50 or 60,000 per post. One more time. I think you can see a person like a celebrity and you might think, you know, sticks and rocks, there's nothing I can say that will be really strong for them, but it's all very equal online, O'Connell added. The 18-year-old artist last shared a post on her
Instagram three days ago. It was a clip from Justin Bieber's interview with Apple Music in which he fought back tears while explaining why he felt protected By Eilish after struggling with the reality of fame at a young age, too. Just last month, Eilish made Grammys history after becoming the youngest
person ever to win Song of the Year, taking home the award for her 2019 hit Bad Guy. But as she explained in the interview, her incredibly successful career doesn't make her immune to the pain of online bullying and being targeted by trolls. That's even worse, Eilish added. It's worse than ever. Eilish with
Stormzy, Harry Styles, Mabel and Lewis Capaldi in the squad for the 2020 BRIT Awards at the O2 Arena in London tonight. She was nominated for International Female Solo Artist at the awards and, according to reports, is expected to perform the James Bond song for the first time, accompanied by Hans
Zimmer and a full orchestra. Staging
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